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Towards a smarter sabah

I

magine this, you have a few bills to pay and you need to visit
different departments in order to pay them all. Not only do
you need to drive to different parts of town, you’d also be stuck
waiting in line for who knows how long. Wouldn’t it be much
easier to pay them all wirelessly in with the click of a button?
Well, earlier in February 2020, Sabah Credit Corporation (SCC)
introduced a one-stop app that allows you to do just that.
Introducing Sabah Pay, a one-stop app set up to enhance
the lifestyle standards for everyone in Sabah, creating an
inclusive atmosphere while supporting a more citizen-centred
environment through the variety of services offered in the app.
With Sabah Pay, everyone can enjoy the convenience of having
the latest credible news and updates, while paying utility bills, all
in the palm of the hands.
To deliver a successful app, the Sabah Pay team worked with
multiple government departments. Among them are the Sabah
State Treasury Department, Lands and Surveys Department,
Kota Kinabalu City Hall (DBKK), and Sabah State Water
Department. With the collaboration between these and other
departments, Sabah Pay has made it much easier for users to
wirelessly pay water and electricity bills.
In addition, Sabah Pay is also in collaboration with E-wallet and
E-hailing services such as Boost, Grab, FoodPanda, and Maxim.
Users can now access these services through the Sabah Pay app,
either as payment methods, ordering food, or even hailing a ride
safely. Plus, the collaboration with select stores such as Pick N
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Pay, Servay, and AVIIMO, users can safely browse and shop for
groceries and home essentials online. So, now you don’t even
need to queue up long lines for groceries and food anymore.
However, you shouldn’t get confused with the name “Sabah
Pay”, as it is more than just for making payments. The most
notable feature is the ability to report incidents around you. The
collaboration with DBKK allows you to report broken streetlights
or open burning incidents anytime and anywhere. Paying traffic

fines has never been easier with Sabah Pay. All you
need to do is log in the report number and pay the
set amount through Boost. That’s not all, you can also
lodge police reports, fire emergencies, or even health
emergencies through the app with ease.
Don’t miss out on the latest promotions, news, and
announcements. Sabah Pay ensures you’ll receive
your news from credible sources and announcements
from the State Government straight to your mobile
device. You can also keep track of the latest offers and
promotions by local business as well.
You can also apply for financing with Sabah Pay. As it
is an app designed by the SCC, users can get financing
advice facilities from them. Get to know their loan
programmes developed to guide those in need of
credit facilities assistance. Easily access and apply for
said facilities with the help of Sabah Pay.
The Sabah Pay team worked hard to make this app a
success and it shows in how seamless it is to operate.
Having established this app shouldn’t be considered
the “end” of development, this is just the first step to
make a smarter Sabah. Let us appreciate the effort
that has been made to make our lives easier and more
convenient. Looking at the glass half full, we might
even see the digital development of Sabah sooner
rather than later.
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TAITIM TULAS: MOVING FORWARD WITH SABAH PAy

abah Credit Corporation (SCC) CEO, Mr Taitim Tulas, is an
innovative leader who believes in empowering people, embracing
technology, and enjoying work. We sat down with him at his office
recently to capture his thoughts on how Sabah Pay is impacting the
way we transact. For those who don’t know, Sabah Pay is an online
app developed by SCC for the people of Sabah to conveniently make
online payments for bills, shopping and many more.

Hi! So, tell us a little bit about yourself.
Well, I was born in Kepayan. Lived there for 10 years where I
spend the first half of my Primary School years at SK Kepayan.
I was the 5th child and have 8 siblings. My dad was a policeman
and at 10 years old we moved back to my hometown, Tenom,
after he retired, where the rest of my school years were spent at
St Anthony. I started off with a Diploma in Computer Science
from ITM and then was recruited by Sabah Foundation as a
programmer. I received a scholarship from the State to do my
degree in England, returned after 4 years there and joined the
State Computer Services Department (JPKN) and was based
with Resettlement Division, Chief Minister Department as their
IT officer developing computerized systems for the department
concern.
How did you come to be the CEO of SCC?
In 1993, I was seconded to SCC as a System Analyst from JPKN
taking charge of SCC’s ICT Section. I fully joined SCC 3 years
later after my secondment completed. The ICT Section was
upgraded to a full department where I was then promoted to head
the new department. I was then assigned as the Head of Human
Resources Department followed by the Head of Corporate &
Services Department. In 2012, I was promoted as the CFO and
in 2019, as CEO. Being in IT at the beginning of my engagement
with SCC meant I had the privilege to know and understand all
the process and procedures of the different departments in SCC
that really helped me understand how the SCC works.
What are your personal goals as CEO to steer SCC through
the current economic phase during the pandemic?
COVID has really changed the way we do things, the way we
manage and indeed our own way of life. We have to be openminded and accepting the effects from the pandemic to enable
us to move forward. I personally believe that in everything we
do, we should really look into having balance and wisdom.
Steering an organization, like SCC, through this pandemic is
really challenging. However, in SCC, we believe in PIT – People,
Ideas and Technology to steer us through this situation. People
are the enablers and they are the most important component of
SCC. You need to have the right people with the right mentality
and attitude. You need to make sure their welfare is taken cared,
appreciate them and rewarding them where needed. Allow them
to bring dignity to their role. When you do that, productivity
will come. Ideas are the engines in SCC. We empower our staff to
give their ideas, whatever ideas, because ideas make people think
regardless of whether the ideas are big or small. Technology is the
catalyst. It moves us forward faster. For example, the headphone,
then and now. It keeps evolving because the people behind the
technology keep pushing to make it better and better. It’s a cycle.
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Sabah Pay was launched in February this year. What was the
vision behind it?
Our vision was towards developing smart Sabah connecting the
people, the State Government and the business through a single
network for the economic wellbeing of all parties. At the same
time, SCC needed a tool that could facilitate our collection and
we wanted it to make it easy for our customers to make payments
anytime, anywhere. We thought it would be a good idea to make
the platform available for the State government agencies as well.
What sets Sabah Pay apart from other existing e-Wallets?
With Sabah Pay, our aim is to connect Sabahans with the State
government, agencies and be a one-stop digital tool for Sabahans.
On top of being a payment collection system, we also have other
services such as the Incident Reporting system, which is now
used by DBKK.
How has Sabah Pay been doing in the current situation?
Sabah Pay actually had an increase in download. Currently
there are more th an 50,000 users registered with Sabah Pay.
The volume of transactions and the amount of collection
are steadily increasing by the day. There are several single
transactions exceeding RM4,000 through Sabah pay. The
number of government departments and agencies participating
in Sabah Pay is also increasing steadily. DBKK, Land and Survey
Department, State Water Departments, Veterinary Department,
Environmental Protection Department and Housing & Urban
Development Board (LPPB) are using Sabah Pay as one of their
collection channel. Others are from the education institutions
and private sector. All these show that Sabah Pay is gaining
more confidence from the public and merchants. Sabah Pay also
provides a channel for SCC clients to apply for financial facilities
and checking the status of their application. The users are also
starting to channel donations through Sabah Pay
How can Sabah Pay help businesses and the community?
Ideally, we’d like to see Sabah Pay being used in place of cash
especially in areas where banks are not easily accessible.
People can just use Sabah Pay for their transactions within the
community through cash transfers right from the app.
What are your hopes for Sabah Pay and its presence in the
community?
My hopes is that Sabah Pay will foster financial inclusion
and be able to help the unserved, unbanked, underserved
and underbanked in the community. Sabah Pay’s paramount
objective is for the well-being and economic of the people.
I’d like to see Sabah Pay being used everywhere, and help the
whole government institutions in Sabah. Maybe even create
more employment for the younger generation to support the
development of the country.
Fun Facts: Mr Taitim is a Liverpool FC fan and enjoys sports
including football, rugby, badminton and hockey.

